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Hilarious New Novel Does for the Oil-change Industry what Clerks Did for
Convenience Stores

BookSurge proudly announces the publication of Wonderboy and the Black Hole of Nixvy Veck,
by TerryMirll

Midwest City, Oklahoma (PRWEB) December 3, 2005 -- Booksurge announces the publication of Wonderboy
and the Black Hole of Nixvy Veck, by TerryMirll.

When young post-grad student Tex fails to achieve a long-anticipated doctorate in Astronomy, he finds himself
back to square one—or square zero—working at a 10-minute oil change shop in a small West Texas town by
the perplexing name of Nixvy Veck.As his marriage starts to disintegrate and his spirit reached a point of
internal crisis, Texmust use his wits, his humor, and his compassion to find his way out of the “black hole” he
has entered.

Readers will delight in Mirll’s crisp, original language, and will surely be enchanted by the awkward trials of
the novel’s reluctant everyday hero, Tex.

About the Author
In addition to his writing career, author TerryMirll is employed full-time with the Department of Defense.
Before attaining his current position, Mirll—a Fulbright recipient who holds multiple degrees in Literature and
German—worked as a high school English teacher, a college professor of German, and as an instructor for the
Texas prison system. Wonderboy and the Black Hole of Nixvy Veck, his second novel, was inspired by his time
spent working in his father’s oil change shop. A native of Brownfield, Texas,Mirll is married with three
children.

For more information, please contact the Author Press Relations Department at 843-579-0000 ext 164. Books
are available to order at Booksurge.com, Amazon.com, Alibris.com and Abebooks.com.
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Contact Information
TerryMirll
BOOKSURGE LLC
http://www.booksurge.com/bookstore.php3
843-579-0000-164

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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